
Trying to read and printout wiring diagrams from a file on the internet has always had a problem with the details 
not really being "readable" due to the small size of the finished document. And, making larger documents where 
you could see the details, meant that the document was too large to print on a normal 8.5" x 11" piece of paper. 
  
This problem has been solved by enlarging the wiring diagram where it could be cut apart into multiple sections, 
with each section made into a full size 8.5" x 11" page and put into an Adobe Acrobat PDF document that any 
computer can open. You can then print the 3 pages on your home printer on regular 8.5" x 11" paper.  
  
You will need to trim off the LEFT MARGIN (shown in BLUE, below) of any pages of the wiring diagram to the 
right of the first page and tape each page together (both front & back), aligning the drawings as needed. Your 
result is to produce a BIG wiring diagram, where you can see the details. 
  
Please be aware that your printer, as many do, may pull the paper at a slight angle (instead of perfectly straight) 
and thus "skew" the drawing on each individual page (this may prompt you to trim the top and bottom edges of 
the BIG wiring diagram after everything is taped together). 
  
Here's what the wiring diagram might look like as individual pages once they are printed... 
 

 
  
Trim off the BLUE areas (shown above, not actually blue in your printout), right up to the edge of the wiring 
diagram and then tape the pages together (both front & back). 
  
And, here is the BIG wiring diagram, after being taped together by you. 
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Cruiser Customizing

J&P Cycles Motorcycle Parts

Save Up to 45% on Motorcycle Tires

JC Whitney Motorcycle Parts & Accessories

Motorcycle Boots

OEM PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Click on links below

OEM parts & online schematics (US)

Shop Revzilla for the latest in Motorcycle Accessories

OEM parts & online schematics (EU)
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Motorcycle Helmets
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Rocky Mountain ATV/MC
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Motorcycle Jackets
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Mega Motor Madness
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Save Up to 30% on OEM Motorcycle Parts

http://www.kqzyfj.com/6a106ar-xrzEIIHHNFLEGFOLGNFF
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/6p70dlurlt8CCBBH9F8A9IFAH9A
http://www.kqzyfj.com/ld104hz74z6MQQPPVNTMONWTOUWV
http://www.dpbolvw.net/tj82hz74z6MQQPPVNTMONRNUTUN
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/kb102ox52x4KOONNTLRKMLULLMMS
http://www.jdoqocy.com/ij98ox52x4KOONNTLRKMLPNMRNU
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/t4105xdmjdl044339170218A5684
http://www.tkqlhce.com/9q97ar-xrzEIIHHNFLEGFOGILGF
http://www.jdoqocy.com/dh108ft1zt0GKKJJPHNGIIIKQKHN
http://www.dpbolvw.net/jl65iqzwqyDHHGGMEKDFELENJJM
http://www.jdoqocy.com/q7105shqnhp48877D5B466689555
http://www.jdoqocy.com/2t70gv30v2IMMLLRJPIKJRRSQLP
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Cycle Gear Direct - Free Shipping
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